Abstract: A dynamic light emitting diode (LED) driving current compensation method is provided for ensuring cross-panel backlight illumination uniformity in a display device and the display device.
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DESCRIPTION

TITLE OF INVENTION: DYNAMIC LIGHT EMITTING DIODE DRIVING CURRENT COMPENSATION METHOD FOR ENSURING CROSS-PANEL BACKLIGHT ILLUMINATION UNIFORMITY IN A DISPLAY DEVICE AND THE DISPLAY DEVICE

TECHNICAL FIELD

This invention generally relates to electronic display devices and, more particularly, to an edge-coupled backlight capable of creating uniform illumination for an overlying front panel pixel array.

BACKGROUND ART

With the success of 3D movies, it is expected that 3D television will finally go mainstream. Currently, there are many 3D displays on the market. Most of them require specially designed glasses to create different images in audience's left and right eyes. In addition, the displays must operate in special 3D modes to be compatible with the glasses. From the viewer's perspective, it is desirable to see 3D images without the need of special glasses. In addition, for many handheld portable devices, it is hard to justify the extra cost for the viewing glasses.
As the thickness of flat-panel liquid crystal (LC) displays is reduced to below 1 centimeter (cm), conventional backlight designs such as compact fluorescent lamp (CFL), which require that the light sources be distributed across the backlight panels, cannot be used due to the geometry limitations of these light sources. Ultra-thin display designs might be implemented using LEDs with small-volume packages. But the cost of these implementations can be high since a large number of LEDs would be required.

Display designs with edge-coupled LEDs using large-size multiple-mode waveguide light pipes enable ultra-thin LC display designs while reducing the number of LEDs used in those displays as well. The edge-coupled schemes reduce the cost of backlight dramatically in addition to supporting the stylish thin look of the displays.

However, the image quality of these edge-coupled displays cannot match that of displays using distributed LEDs as backlight light sources in the backlight panels. For the latter case, each LED light extraction cell of the backlight systems can be individually addressed to create low resolution images of desired images. With the synchronization of backlight low resolution images, in time and spatial domain, to the images on the front high-resolution LC panels, high quality images can be realized with higher contrasts and dynamic responses. In this kind of
display implementation, the capability to address desired backlight light extraction cells is the key enabling technology, which is not easily achievable using edge-coupled LED backlight systems.

Fig. 1 is a graph depicting backlight waveguide intensity as a function of distance from the light source. The losses from material absorption in a waveguide lead to a non-uniform distribution of light intensity along the length of a waveguide light pipe. The figure also shows the losses contrasted to achievable TV panel sizes. Note:

$$WG = \text{Waveguide;}$$

$$LWG = \text{Length of waveguide;}$$

$$K (\text{or } k) = \text{Extinction coefficient;}$$

$$x = \text{Defines the size range for the horizontal and vertical dimensions of the display panel. Referring to Fig. 1, } x_{\text{horizontal}} = 3.5'' \text{ to } 56'' \text{ and } x_{\text{vertical}} = 3.5'' \text{ to } 31.5'' \text{; and,}$$

$$D = \text{Display panel diagonal.}$$

It would be advantageous if a mechanism existed to compensate for light attenuation in a waveguide pipe that would enable a waveguide to provide a uniform distribution across the entire length of a waveguide pipe.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
The present invention provides a dynamic light emitting diode (LED) driving current compensation method for ensuring cross-panel backlight illumination uniformity in a display device and the display device.

In one aspect of the invention a dynamic light emitting diode (LED) driving current compensation method for ensuring cross-panel backlight illumination uniformity in a display device is provided. The method comprises providing a backlight panel with a plurality of waveguide pipes and a front panel with a plurality of rows, where each row overlies a corresponding waveguide pipe and includes a plurality of selectively enabled pixels formed in a sequence along the row; supplying light from a plurality of LEDs, where each LED supplies light to a corresponding waveguide pipe; for each front panel row, selecting the pixel to enable; and, for each front panel row, selecting an LED drive current in response to the enabled pixel.

In another aspect of the invention a display device with dynamic LED driving current compensation for ensuring cross-panel backlight illumination uniformity is provided. The device comprises a backlight panel with a plurality of waveguide pipes, each waveguide pipe having an light interface and a top surface to supply redirected light received via the light interface; a front panel including a plurality of rows, where each row overlies the top surface of a
corresponding waveguide pipe, where each row includes a plurality of pixels formed in a sequence along the row, and where each pixel has an electrical input to accept a pixel selection signal for enabling a selected pixel to transmit redirected light received from a corresponding waveguide pipe; a plurality of LEDs, each LED having an electrical input to accept a drive current signal and an optical interface to supply light to a corresponding light interface with an intensity responsive to the drive current signal; and, an LED compensation module having an electrical input to accept the pixel selection signal for each row and an output to supply the drive current signal to each LED, where the drive current signal to each LED is responsive to the selected pixel in a corresponding front panel row.

The foregoing and other objectives, features, and advantages of the invention will be more readily understood upon consideration of the following detailed description of the invention, taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Fig. 1 is a graph depicting backlight waveguide intensity as a function of distance from the light source.

Figs. 2A and 2B are, respectively, partial cross-sectional and plan views of a display device with dynamic light emitting
diode (LED) driving current compensation for ensuring cross-panel backlight illumination uniformity.

Fig. 3 is a plan view of a variation of the display illustrated in Figs. 2A and 2B.

Fig. 4 is a schematic illustrating distributed light intensity in one waveguide light pipe of a backlight panel.

Fig. 5 is a schematic illustrating the light intensity increase (or decrease) for each light extraction cell (or pixel) required to achieve cross backlight panel uniformity of illuminations at desired intensity level when an LED is driven at current level Io-

Fig. 6 is a schematic illustrating the compensation amounts for LED drive current at desired time slots required to achieve cross panel uniform illumination.

Fig. 7 is a flowchart illustrating a dynamic LED driving current compensation method for ensuring cross-panel backlight illumination uniformity in a display device.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

Disclosed herein is a method that takes advantage of the design principles of active backlight system to create a uniform distribution of light across a waveguide light pipe in a display backlight, thus leading to an overall uniform illumination distribution across the entire backlight panel.
Accordingly, a dynamic light emitting diode (LED) driving current compensation method is provided for ensuring cross-panel backlight illumination uniformity in a display device. A backlight panel includes a plurality of waveguide pipes and a front panel with a plurality of pixel rows. Each row overlies a corresponding waveguide pipe and includes a plurality of selectively enabled pixels formed in a sequence along the row. Light is supplied from a plurality of LEDs, where each LED supplies light to a corresponding waveguide pipe. For each front panel row, a pixel is selected for enablement and an LED drive current is selected in response to the enabled pixel. More explicitly, each waveguide pipe has a first light interface and a plurality of positions on a top surface. Each position is associated with a pixel in a corresponding front panel row and is a predetermined distance from the first light interface. The LED drive current is selected in response to the distance between the position underlying an enabled pixel in a corresponding front panel row and the first light interface.

Additional details of the above-described method, and a display device with dynamic LED driving current compensation for ensuring cross-panel backlight illumination uniformity, are provided below.

Figs. 2A and 2B are, respectively, partial cross-sectional and plan views of a display device with dynamic light emitting
diode (LED) driving current compensation for ensuring cross-panel backlight illumination uniformity. The device 200 comprises a backlight panel 202 with a plurality of waveguide pipes 204. Each waveguide pipe 204 has an light interface 206 and a top surface 208 to supply redirected light received via the light interface 206. Shown are waveguide pipes 204-0 through 204-n, where n is a variable not limited to any particular value. A front panel 210 includes a plurality of rows, where each row overlies the top surface 208 of a corresponding waveguide pipe 204. Each row includes a plurality of pixels 212 formed in a sequence along the row. Each pixel 212 has an electrical input on line 216 to accept a pixel selection signal for enabling a selected pixel 212 to transmit redirected light received from a corresponding waveguide pipe 204. For simplicity, the drawing depicts a single row of pixels 212 associated with each waveguide pipe 204. More typically however, each waveguide pipe 204 may be associated with a plurality of adjacent pixels rows.

The pixels 212 are conventionally color pixels. Color pixel arrays are well known in the art and the display 200 may be enabled with any type of front panel requiring a backlight. In one aspect, each pixel 212 may be comprised of subpixels. For example, the subpixels may be associated with red, green, and blue (RGB) colors. In one aspect, the pixels 212 in each row may be connected in parallel. However, since
the pixels 212 can be enabled on a row-by-row basis, pixels 212 may be uniquely enabled for a particular row or group of adjacent rows. In another aspect, each pixel 212 is assigned a unique pixel selection line.

Also shown is an array of light gating or light extraction cells 218. Shown are light extraction cells 218-0 through 218-p. The light extraction cells 218 are interposed between the waveguide pipes 204 and the front panel 210. When a pixel 212 is enabled, the light extraction cell 218 underlying the pixel 212 is simultaneously enabled. In one aspect a light extraction cell 218 is larger than a front panel pixel, so that a plurality of pixels 212 may be associated with a light extraction cell 218, or a plurality of adjacent pixels 212 are enabled when a particular light extraction cell 218 is enabled. In one aspect, the light extraction cells 218 are formed from liquid crystal (LC) cells interposed between transparent electrodes.

The display 200 also comprises a plurality of LEDs 220. Each LED 220 has an electrical input on line 222 to accept a drive current signal. Each LED 220 supplies light to a corresponding light interface 206 with an intensity responsive to the drive current signal. Shown are LEDs 220-0 through 220q. Note: for simplicity a single LED 220 is shown associated with each light interface 206. However, it should
be understood that more than one LED 220 may be assigned to a light interface 206.

An LED compensation module 224 has an electrical input on line 216 to accept the pixel selection signal for each row and an output on line 222 to supply the drive current signal to each LED 220. The drive current signal to each LED 220 is responsive to the selected pixel 212 in a corresponding front panel row. Alternately, the drive current to each LED 220 may be responsive to a selected light extraction cell 218, which is indirectly related to an enabled pixel 212 or set of pixels 212 associated with the selected light extraction cell. Note: the front panel 210 and array of light extraction cells 218 are not shown in Fig. 2B.

More explicitly, the top surface 208 of each waveguide pipe 204 includes a sequence of positions 226 having a predetermined distance from the light interface 206, where each position 226 is associated with a pixel 212 (or set of pixels 212) in a corresponding front panel row. For example, position 226-2 is a distance 228 from light interface 206-0. For simplicity, p number of positions 226 are shown, one position for each light extraction cell 218. However, there need not be a 1:1 relationship between positions 226 and light extraction cells 218. The LED compensation module 224 supplies the drive current signal on line 222 to an LED 220 in response to the distance 228 between the light interface 206
and position 226 in a corresponding waveguide pipe 204, where the position 226 underlies a selected pixel 212 in a corresponding front panel row.

For example, waveguide pipe 204-0 has a first light interface 206-0. The LED compensation module 224 supplies a first drive current signal on line 220-0 to LED 220-0 in response to a first pixel (e.g., pixel 212-2) being enabled in a corresponding front panel row (e.g., row-0). The first position 226-0 in corresponding waveguide pipe 204-0 underlies the first pixel and is a first distance 230 from the first light interface 206-0. In contrast, the LED compensation module 224 supplies a second drive current signal to the first LED 220-0, in response to a second pixel (e.g., 212-13) being subsequently enabled in the corresponding front panel row (row-0), where a second position 226-2 in the corresponding waveguide pipe 204-0 underlying the second pixel is a second distance 228 from the first light interface 206-0, and the second distance 228 is greater than the first distance 230. As a result, LED 220-0 supplies light with a first intensity via the first light interface 206-0 in response to the first drive current signal, and supplies light with a second intensity in response to the second drive current signal, where the second intensity is greater than the first intensity. Each waveguide pipe 204 has an illumination loss between the light interface 206 and a position 226 in the top surface 208, responsive to
the distance of the position 226 from the light interface 206. However, each front panel row transmits uniform backlight illumination, regardless of which pixel 212 is enabled in the row.

Fig. 3 is a plan view of a variation of the display illustrated in Figs. 2A and 2B. In this aspect each waveguide pipe 204 includes a bi-direction light interface, with the first light interface 206 is proximate to a first end 302 of each waveguide pipe 204 and a second light interface 304 is proximate to a second end 306 of each waveguide pipe 204. A plurality of LEDs 300 is interfaced to the second light interface 304 of each waveguide pipe 204.

For example, a first LED 220-0 supplies light to the first light interface 206-0 of a first waveguide pipe 204-0 and a second LED 300-0 supplies light to the second light interface 304-0 of the first waveguide pipe. The LED compensation module 224 supplies a first drive current signal on line 222-0A to the first LED 222-0 in response to a first pixel in a corresponding front panel row being enabled, where a first position 226-2 in a corresponding waveguide pipe 204-0 underlying the first pixel is a first distance 228 from the first light interface 206-0. The LED compensation module 224 supplies a second drive current signal on line 222-OB to the second LED 300-0 in response to the first position 226-2 in the corresponding waveguide pipe 204-0 being a second
distance 308 from the second light interface 304-0. The first LED 220-0 supplies light with a first intensity in response to the first drive current signal on line 222-OA, and the second LED 300-0 supplies light with a second intensity in response to the second drive current signal on line 222-OB.

In one aspect, each waveguide pipe 204 has an illumination loss between a light interface 206 and 304 and a position 226 on the top surface 208 that linearly increases in response to the distance between the position and a light interface 206 and 304. Then, the LED compensation module 224 sums the first distance 228 with the second distance 308, divides the summed distance by 2, creating an average distance, and provides equal drive current signals to the first and second LEDs 220-0 and 300-0 responsive to the average distance. Alternately, the illumination loss is non-linear and the calculation of drive currents is more complicated.

Fig. 4 is a schematic illustrating distributed light intensity in one waveguide light pipe of a backlight panel. Due to material absorption, the light intensity gradually decays, leading to a decayed light extraction away from the LED, assuming that the LED supplies a uniform intensity light. For a single-sided LED input, as shown in Figs. 2A and 2B, the light intensity, \( u_{ij} \), inside the waveguide light pipe decreases with the distance of the enabled pixel from the
waveguide pipe light interface, as i increases from 1 to N (where N stands for the total number of pixels or light extraction cells), as follows:

Equation 1

\[ U = U(i) < U(j) \text{, with } I > j \text{, i, j within } [1,N] \]

By assuming all the light extraction cells have similar extracting efficiencies, \( \eta \), the illumination intensity, \( P(i) \) at each pixel can then described as:

Equation 2

\[ P(i) = \eta \times U(i) \]

which exhibits a similar response as \( U(i) \), as shown in Equation 1.

In addition, if linearity can be assumed, the light coupled into a waveguides at the input end, \( U(0) \), can be described as:

Equation 3

\[ U(0) = E \times \gamma \]
where $E_i$ is the total light output from an LED and $\gamma$ is the coupling efficiency of waveguide and LEDs. $E_i$ is the function of the LED drive current, $I$, so that $E = E(I)$.

So, $P(i)$ can be further described as

Equation 4

$$P(i) = E(I) \times \gamma \times \eta \times M(i \to 0)$$

where $M(i \to 0)$ describes the loss-induced light intensity decreasing factors as distance of the light extraction cells from the waveguide light interface. Clearly, $P(i)$ can be determined by the input currents of LEDs, and Equation 4 can be further simplified as:

Equation 5

$$P(i) = F(I, i) = E(I) \times \gamma \times \eta \times M(i \to 0)$$

where $F(I,i)$ is the function of current, $I$, and pixel number (or light extraction cell), $i$. Due to the linearity of the system, the required current, $I$, can also be determined by:

Equation 6

$$I = F^{-1}[P(i)]$$
For a bi-directional LED input, the above discussion remains valid, except that the decay requirements are not necessary, since each pixel or light extraction cell is now the function of two light inputs, and Equation 5 becomes:

Equation 7

\[ P(i) = F(I_{\text{Left}}, I_{\text{Right}}, i) = [E_{\text{Left}}(l_{\text{Left}}) \times Y_{\text{Left}} \times M(i\to0) + E_{\text{Right}}(l_{\text{Right}}) \times Y_{\text{Right}} \times M(i\toN)] \times \eta \]

In this case, for each \( P(i) \), there exist many combinations of \((I_{\text{Left}}, I_{\text{Right}})\), which can be adjusted based on performance requirements.

Fig. 5 is a schematic illustrating the light intensity increase (or decrease) for each light extraction cell (or pixel) required to achieve cross backlight panel uniformity of illuminations at desired intensity level when an LED is driven at current level \( I_0 \). The figure shows the light intensity increase (or decrease) required to compensate the losses in the waveguide. Based on Equation 6, the amount of light intensities can be transformed to a required amount of current.

Fig. 6 is a schematic illustrating the compensation amounts for LED drive current at desired time slots required to achieve cross panel uniform illumination. At time slot \( t_i \), front panel pixel (or light extraction cell) \( i \) is turned on to be
synchronized to the LED, with currents $I(t_i) = I_0 + A(t_i)$. Since only one pixel (or light extraction cell) is turned on for a desired period $A_t$, time domain synchronization can be to achieve uniform backlight illuminations, as shown. The current profile is proportional to inverted constant current light intensity profile.

Fig. 7 is a flowchart illustrating a dynamic LED driving current compensation method for ensuring cross-panel backlight illumination uniformity in a display device. Although the method is depicted as a sequence of numbered steps for clarity, the numbering does not necessarily dictate the order of the steps. It should be understood that some of these steps may be skipped, performed in parallel, or performed without the requirement of maintaining a strict order of sequence. Generally however, the steps are performed in numerical order. The method starts at Step 700.

Step 702 provides a backlight panel with a plurality of waveguide pipes and a front panel with a plurality of rows, where each row overlays a corresponding waveguide pipe and includes a plurality of selectively enabled pixels formed in a sequence along the row. Step 704 supplies light from a plurality of LEDs, where each LED supplies light to a corresponding waveguide pipe. For each front panel row, Step 706 selects a pixel to enable. For each front panel row, Step 708 selects an LED drive current in response to the enabled
As noted above in the discussion of Figs. 2A and 2B, an array of light extraction cells may be interposed between the front panel and the waveguide pipe, and LED drive current may be selected in response to an enabled light extraction cell, underlying the enabled front panel pixel. Step 710 supplies light from each LED with an intensity responsive to the selected LED drive current. That is, each front panel row (or light extraction cell row) transmits uniform illumination, regardless of the selected pixel (light extraction cell).

In one aspect, Step 702 provides the backlight panel with waveguide pipes having a first light interface and a plurality of positions on a top surface. Each position is associated with a pixel in a corresponding front panel row, and each position is a predetermined distance from the first light interface. Then, selecting the LED drive current in Step 708 includes selecting the LED drive current in response to the distance between the position underlying the enabled pixel in a corresponding front panel row and the first light interface. The waveguide pipes have an illumination loss between the first light interface and the position responsive to the distance between the position and the first light interface.

For example, Step 708a may select a first LED drive current in response to enabling a first pixel in a corresponding first front panel row associated with a first
position in a corresponding waveguide pipe, where the first position is a first distance from the first light interface. Then, Step 708b selects a second LED drive current, greater than the first LED drive current, in response to subsequently enabling a second pixel in the first panel row associated with a second position in the corresponding waveguide pipe that is a second distance from the first light interface, where the second distance is greater than the first distance.

In another aspect, Step 702 provides waveguide pipes, each having a bi-direction light interface with the first light interface proximate to a first end of each waveguide pipe and a second light interface proximate to a second end of each waveguide pipe. Supplying light to each LED in Step 704 includes a first and second LED respectively supplying light to first and second light interfaces of a corresponding waveguide pipe. Then, selecting the LED drive current in Step 708 includes selecting a first drive current for the first LED and second drive current for the second LED respectively responsive to the distances between the position underlying an enabled pixel in a corresponding front panel row, and the first and second light interfaces. That is, Step 704a supplies light from the first LED with a first intensity in response to a first drive current signal, and Step 704b supplies light from the second LED supplies light with a second intensity in response to a second drive current signal.
In one aspect, Step 702 provides waveguide pipes with an illumination loss between the bi-direction light interface and the position of the enabled pixel in a corresponding front panel row that linearly increases in response to the respective distances of the position from the first and second light interfaces. Then, selecting the first and second LED drive currents in Step 708 includes the following substeps. Step 708c sums the distance between the position and the first light interface, with the distance between the position and the second light interface. Step 708d divides the summed distance by 2, creating an average distance. Step 708e selects an equal drive current for each of the first and second LEDs responsive to the average distance.

A display with illumination loss compensating LED drive currents has been provided. Examples of particular materials and dimensions have been given to illustrate the invention, but the invention is not limited to just these examples. Other variations and embodiments of the invention will occur to those skilled in the art.

The terms and expressions which have been employed in the foregoing specification are used therein as terms of description and not of limitation, and there is no intention, in the use of such terms and expressions, of excluding equivalents of the features shown and described or portions
thereof, it being recognized that the scope of the invention is defined and limited only by the claims which follow.
CLAIMS

1. A dynamic light emitting diode (LED) driving current compensation method for ensuring cross-panel backlight illumination uniformity in a display device, the method comprising:

   providing a backlight panel with a plurality of waveguide pipes and a front panel with a plurality of rows, where each row overlays a corresponding waveguide pipe and includes a plurality of selectively enabled pixels formed in a sequence along the row;

   supplying light from a plurality of LEDs, where each LED supplies light to a corresponding waveguide pipe;

   for each front panel row, selecting the pixel to enable;

   and,

   for each front panel row, selecting an LED drive current in response to the enabled pixel.

2. The method of claim 1 wherein providing the backlight panel includes providing each waveguide pipe with a first light interface and a plurality of positions on a top surface, and where each position is associated with the pixel in a corresponding front panel row and each position is a predetermined distance from the first light interface; and,
wherein selecting the LED drive current includes selecting the LED drive current in response to the distance between the position underlying the enabled pixel in a corresponding front panel row and the first light interface.

3. The method of claim 1 wherein providing the backlight panel includes providing each waveguide pipe with a first light interface;

wherein selecting the LED drive current includes:

selecting a first LED drive current in response to enabling a first pixel in a corresponding first front panel row associated with a first position in a corresponding waveguide pipe, where the first position is a first distance from the first light interface; and,

selecting a second LED drive current, greater than the first LED drive current, in response to subsequently enabling a second pixel in the first panel row associated with a second position in the corresponding waveguide pipe that is a second distance from the first light interface, where the second distance is greater than the first distance.

4. The method of claim 3 wherein providing the backlight panel includes providing waveguide pipes with an illumination loss between the first light interface and a
5. The method of claim 1 further comprising:

supplying light from each LED with an intensity responsive to the selected LED drive current.

6. The method of claim 5 wherein supplying light from each LED includes each front panel row transmitting uniform illumination, regardless of the selected pixel.

7. The method of claim 2 wherein providing the backlight panel includes providing each waveguide pipe having a bi-direction light interface with the first light interface proximate to a first end of each waveguide pipe and a second light interface proximate to a second end of each waveguide pipe;

wherein each LED supplying light to the corresponding row includes a first and second LED respectively supplying light to first and second light interfaces of a corresponding waveguide pipe; and,

wherein selecting the LED drive current includes selecting a first drive current for the first LED and second drive current for the second LED respectively responsive to the distances between the position underlying the enabled
pixel in a corresponding front panel row, and the first and second light interfaces.

8. The method of claim 7 wherein each LED supplying light to the corresponding row includes:

   supplying light from the first LED with a first intensity in response to a first drive current signal; and,

   supplying light from the second LED with a second intensity in response to a second drive current signal.

9. The method of claim 7 wherein providing the backlight panel includes providing each waveguide pipe with an illumination loss between the bi-direction light interface and the position of the enabled pixel in a corresponding front panel row that linearly increases in response to the respective distances of the position from the first and second light interfaces; and,

   wherein selecting the first and second LED drive currents includes:

   summing the distance between the position and the first light interface, with the distance between the position and the second light interface;

   dividing the summed distance by 2, creating an average distance;
selecting an equal drive current for each of the first and second LEDs responsive to the average distance.

10. A display device with dynamic light emitting diode (LED) driving current compensation for ensuring cross-panel backlight illumination uniformity, the device comprising:

- a backlight panel with a plurality of waveguide pipes, each waveguide pipe having an light interface and a top surface to supply redirected light received via the light interface;
- a front panel including a plurality of rows, where each row overlies the top surface of a corresponding waveguide pipe, where each row includes a plurality of pixels formed in a sequence along the row, and where each pixel has an electrical input to accept a pixel selection signal for enabling a selected pixel to transmit redirected light received from a corresponding waveguide pipe;
- a plurality of LEDs, each LED having an electrical input to accept a drive current signal and an optical interface to supply light to a corresponding light interface with an intensity responsive to the drive current signal; and,
- an LED compensation module having an electrical input to accept the pixel selection signal for each row and an output to supply the drive current signal to each LED, where
the drive current signal to each LED is responsive to the selected pixel in a corresponding front panel row.

11. The device of claim 10 wherein the top surface of each waveguide pipe includes a sequence of positions having a predetermined distance from the light interface, where each position is associated with the pixel in a corresponding front panel row; and,

wherein the LED compensation module supplies the drive current signal to the LED in response to the distance between the light interface and position in a corresponding waveguide pipe, where the position underlies the selected pixel in a corresponding front panel row.

12. The device of claim 11 wherein each waveguide pipe includes a first light interface;

wherein the LED compensation module supplies a first drive current signal to a first LED in response to a first pixel being enabled in a corresponding front panel row, where a first position in a corresponding waveguide pipe underlying the first pixel is a first distance from the first light interface;

wherein the LED compensation module supplies a second drive current signal to the first LED, in response to a second pixel being subsequently enabled in the corresponding front panel row, where a second position in the corresponding
waveguide pipe underlying the second pixel is a second distance from the first light interface, and the second distance is greater than the first distance; and,

wherein the first LED supplies light with a first intensity via the first light interface in response to the first drive current signal, and supplies light with a second intensity in response to the second drive current signal, where the second intensity is greater than the first intensity.

13. The device of claim 11 wherein each waveguide pipe has an illumination loss between the light interface and the position in the top surface, responsive to the distance of the position from the light interface.

14. The device of claim 10 wherein each front panel row transmits uniform backlight illumination, regardless of which pixel is enabled in the row.

15. The device of claim 11 wherein each waveguide pipe includes a bi-direction light interface, with a first light interface proximate to a first end of each waveguide pipe and a second light interface proximate to a second end of each waveguide pipe;

wherein the plurality of LEDs supply light to the second light interfaces of the waveguide pipes;
wherein a first LED supplies light to the first light interface of a first waveguide pipe and a second LED supplies light to the second light interface of the first waveguide pipe;

wherein the LED compensation module supplies a first drive current signal to the first LED in response to a first pixel in a corresponding front panel row being enabled, where a first position in a corresponding waveguide pipe underlying the first pixel is a first distance from the first light interface, and supplies a second drive current signal to the second LED in response to the first position in the corresponding waveguide pipe being a second distance from the second light interface.

16. The device of claim 15 wherein the first LED supplies light with a first intensity in response to the first drive current signal, and the second LED supplies light with a second intensity in response to the second drive current signal.

17. The device of claim 15 wherein each waveguide pipe has an illumination loss between bi-direction light interface and the position on the top surface that linearly increases in response to the distance between the position and the bi-direction light interface; and,
wherein the LED compensation module sums the first distance with the second distance, divides the summed distance by 2, creating an average distance, and provides an equal drive current signals to the first and second LEDs responsive to the average distance.
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